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ll'ITRODUCTION
From the date of its 'publication in Field Manual 100-20,
uCommand and Employment of Air Power ft , the concept that antiair
craft defense is only one aspect of the all-inclusive problem of
air defense, whose e~fectiveness is assured only by integrating
all defense elements under an Air Force commander, has been vlidely
opposed. ~his opposition, which was almost universal among Anti
aircraft Artillery officers serving in the Mediterranean and'
European Theaters of Operations, was based initially upon combat
experience in North Africa under a defense system which can best
be described as "coordinated antiaircraft-air defense u , vv-here the
relationship between the Antia.ircraft Artillery and the Air Forces
was sUbstantially the same as that which later developed in the
joint air-ground operations conducted by ~~ies and Tactical Air
Forces. Further experience in the European Theater of Operations
not only convinced its proponents that coordinated. defense is
fundamentally sound,but it demonstrated to them that an integrated
defense system definitely impairs the flexibility of Antiaircraft
Artillery. The validity of the arguments for coordinated defense
was soon recognized by the senior Ground Force officers in the
EUropean Theater, and culminated in the conclusion of the Theater
General Board that the placing of Antiaircraft Artillery under
Air Force command was not justified by experience. This conclusion
was supported by General of Flakarttllery Walther von iiXthelm,
who cOTilluanded the German Antiaircraft Artillery in an integrated
system under the Lui'twaffe, when he stated during an interrogation
after the German surrender that it is much better for the AA
Artillery to be a separate branch, instead of under Air Force
comrnand.
IDuring the summer of 1946, recognizing the necessity for
achieving the maximum degree of flexibility in the employment of
the limited Artillery resources of the post-war Army, Headquarters
Army Ground Forces made a stUdy of the antiaircraft defense problem
and reached the-conclusion that the tactical doctrine and defense
concepts of the Antiaircraft Artillery and the Air Forces were
so different as to make the integration of AA weapons and fighter
aviation under an Air Force commander impractical and illogical.
As a result of this study, the COTIilllanding General, Army Ground
Forces requested reconsideration of the current War Department
air defense policy.
The purpose of this monograph is to describe the evolution
of the European Theater 'organization for defense against air
attack during the past war, to discuss a few of the major problems
encountered· by the Air Defense Division, S~', as the senior
coordinating agency of the Theater defense organization, and to
draw some conclusions in su.pport of the Army Ground Forces
contention that antiaircraft defense presents a distinct problem
which can best be sdlved by the employment or Antiaircraft
Artillery and fighter aviation, each under its own commanders,
in a coordinated. and compl ementary eff'ort, in2:.accordance with
the directives of a higher authority, exercising ,comraand over
both Air Forces and Ground Forces.
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At\fTIAIRCRA1.fT PLANl\fING FOR OP:ERATION

If

OVERLORD If

When the Air Defense Division was established onl June 1944
as a special staff division of Supreme Headquarters, Allied Ex
peditionary Force, the 'antiaircraft planning tor Operation nOVER
LORDtf had been completed and the launching of the operations on
the I~ormandy coast was inuninent. In order to provide an under
standing of the organization tor defense against air attack which
existed as the operations began,and to explain the reasons for
the adoption of the defense system which was initially employed,
it is necessary to review briefly the events of the six months
which preceded the establishment of the Air Defense Division.
In November, 1943, an Antiaircraft Sub-Section was activated
in the G-3 Division of what was then knovm as Headquarters COSSAC,
in London, and directed to prepare an operation memorandmn
governing the employment of antiaircraft artillery during the
forthcoming operations on the European continent. The AA Sub
Section, slightly augmented in personnel, remained a part of
the G-3 Division after Headquarters COSSAC had been re-designated
SHAEF and until the establishment of the Air Defense Division~
when it VffiS absorbed by the latter.
In accordance with its directive, the AA Sub-Section
immediately began the preparation of an operation menl0rand"l.IDl
which would define the responsibilities for cOllIDland and control
of AA Artille~J, the rules for antiaircraft engagement, and the
restrictions to flying designed to prevent the damage or destruct
ion of friendly aircraft by AA Artillery. The defense organization
and procedures employed in the North African Theater having proven
highly effective, it was decided that they should form the basis
for the instructions governing the employment of AA Artillery in
the European Theater, insofar as they were applicable. Accordingly,
it was proposed that, initially, all AA'Artillery m~loyed on the
continent would be U1lder COlilll1and of the Army Groups, and that vinen
independent lines of cODmluuications areas or communication~ zones
were established, the responsibility for antiaircraft defense
and comriland over the AA Artillery employed therein would pass to
the commanders of these rear areas. As in the North ~rican
Theater, Air Force ControllersAwere to be given "operational
control ff over AA Artillery, to the extent that they could inlpose
temporary restrictions upon AA gunfire in all except the most
vital areas, designated §s "Inner Artillery Zones", whenever it
was impossible to recognize or identify approaching aircraft. In
spite of this control feature, which had proven effective as a
means of ftlinimizing losses to friendly 'aviation in -North Africa,
even though occasionally misused by Air Force Controllers, the
Allied ~editionary Air Force objected to the proposedcomraand
arrangements for an independent U.S. cownunications zone, insist
ing that the AA Artillery employed in the defense of such a rear
area must be placed under Air Force command, in accordance with
the newly adopted, and as yet untried, War Department air defense
doctrine, which had appeared in Field'Manual 100-20. It was
therefore necessary tor, this contentious issue to be presented
in the form of a staff study to the Chief of Staff for a decision,
with the result that the Air Forces were overruled. The rules for
antiaircraft engagement and restrictions to flying followed famrly
closely the rules then in effect in the North African Theater, as
set forth in Air Defense Instruction No. 1 of Allied Force Head
quarters, with the exception of the special rules for beach
restricted areas, where the experience of Fifth Army at Salerno
was used as a guide. With one controversial feature in the rules
for beaches and adjacent waters,over which the Allied Naval
Commander, Expeditionary Force, and the Commander in Ohief of the
Allied Expeditionary Air Force difrered, settled by a Chief of
Staff's decision, 'the balance of the proposed operation memorandum
was accepted by all major commands SUbstantially as written in
-4

a second draft, and was pUblished on 8 March 1944 as SHAEF
Operation Memorandum No.7, entitled "Antiaircrai\t Artillery,
Barrage Balloons, and Ant1aircrart Smoke in Continental Operations».
In April 1944, the Antiaircraft Sub-Section also produced
SHAEF Operation Memorandum No. 31, entitled "Coast Defense",
which was logically related to the antiaircraft defense problem
by the fact that antiaircra~t artillery, inclUding searchlights,
sited in a secondary coast defense role, was to provide the only
shore-based artillery tor the defenseo! ports, beaches, and
anchorages on the continent. The coast defense capabilities of
AA Artillery was one of the several compelling factors which
influenced the decision to plaoe all AA Artillery under the
cOrrffilanders haVing area responsibility, rather than under the Air
Forces.
In May 1944, the Supreme Commander decided to centralize in
one senior staff officer the responsibility for coordinating all
active and passive air defense measures, as well as antiaircraft
defense where it existed as such. Accordingly, on 1 June 1944,
as planning for ,Operation "OVERLORD", came to a close, the Air
Defense Division was established as a special staff division o~

SH.AE.f!'.

'
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ORGANIZAT,ION Al\J1) FUNCTIONS 0]'

THi~

AIR ·DEFENSE Dl"VISION) SHAEF

In order to provide the Supreme Commander -vuth an air derense
adviser of suitable rank and experience, a British major general
or .AA Artillery was selected as Chief of the Air Defense Division.
No provision was made initially for a Deputy Chief, largely because
the complexity of the problems to be encmuntered were not at first
completely visualized, and also because the size of the Division
at first was not considered to justify the assignment to it of
two general Officers. However, in February 1945, a U.S. brigadier
ge:r;eral of AA Artillery was appointed as Deputy Chief of the Div
~s~on. In the meantime, the Chief of the Air Defense Division had
selected as his assistant a British colonel) fonmerly Chief Instruct
or in Gunnery of AA Command, Air Defense of Great Britain~
As initially organized, the Air Defense Division consisted
of three seotions, as shown in Figure 1. These three sections,
together with the personnel in them, were transferred from the
G-3 Division on I June, and were sUbsequently augmented in strength
by the addition of officers from the British AA Comraand. The
Air Defense Division vvas a fully integrated staff division, with
British and U.S. personnel in about equal proportions.
Broadly speaking,the three original sections of the Air
Defense Division operated along distinctly parallel lines, with
the operations of anyone section only occasionally afrecting
those of the other two sections. The operations Section was con
cerned generally with all operational aspects of active air defense
and antiaircraft defense, with r~ifications into such fields of
ac~ivity as aircraft flight corridors, the Air Force movement
liaison system, the use of I.F.F., and air intelligence. It also
published the Air Defense Review on a monthly basis, the material
for which came from all sections of the Division. The Technical
Section dealt almost entirely with the radar and gunnery problems
of the AA Artillery, but its activities'also embraced the investi
gation of other uses for AA Artillery radar by the Ground Forces.
The Passive Air Defense Section, as its 'name implies, confined
its activities to the coordination of measures designed to mitigate
the effects of bombing. Since the purpose of this monograph is
to clarify the issues of air defense and antiaircraft defense, the
operations of the Technical and the Passive Air Defense Sections
-vvill not be further discussed.
In October 1944" when it became fairly evident that the Germans
soon vrould cownenee launching their V-I, flying bombs, and V-2,
long range rocl-cets, against vital installations of the Allied Ex
peditionary Force on the AUropean continent, the Supreme Coroolander
placed upon the Chief of the Air Defense, Division the additional
responsibility for coordinating all counter-measures, both active
and passive, directed against V-l and V-2. To assist him in the
discharge of his new responsibilities, the Chief of the Air Defense
Division established what was knO\~ as the Continental Orossbow
Organization, whose composition was substantially as sho'WD. in
Figure 1, in brolcenlines •.
Within the Air Defense Divis~on proper, two new sections
were created as part of the Crossbovl Organization: the Continent
al Crossbow Collating Section and the Air Advisory staff. The
first of these was essentially a statistical and analysis group
which operated on a 24-hour daily basis, ,receiving reports of
V-I and V-2 incidents from numerous sources. These incidents were
plotted on large scale maps and analyzed to determine centers of
impact, mean deviations from apparent targets, variations in the
intensity of attack,and indications of any shifting in the
direction of attack or in targets being attacked. The Air Advisory
Staff consisted of an RAFgroup captain fu~d a USAAF lieutenant
colonel, whose function was to advise the Chief of the Air Defense
Division on suitable targets for attack and the scale of effort
-6

which should be applied by Air Force units against V weapon
launching sites or their related supply installations. Assistance
l'TaS also given to the Chief, Ai~ Defense Division) by the Intelli-.
gence Interpretation Section of.' the A-Z' Division, SffAEFAir Staff,
which attempted. to establish t:ne location of V weapon launching
sites by means o.f' inforTaation .coming in via intelligence channels.
The field agencies Qf the Crossbow Organization, which were
administratively under corrunand ot: Headquarters 21 Army Group but
under the direct operational command of the Chief, Air Defense ./
Division, consisted of the Special Defense Headquarters, Royal
Artillery, and the Continental Crossbow Forward. Unit. The mission
of the Special Defense Headquarters,BA, was to· detect and track
V-2 missiles in flight, and py e~i?rapolation of such portions of
their trajectories as could be plotted to determine ·the location
of the launching sites. The Forward Unit examinedV-Z craters
and attffiTIpted to determine from the fragmentation pattern the
direattion of approach of the missiles.
.
From this brief description ot the organization and functions
of the Air Defense Division, it will, be seen that the operations
of the various seotions were somewhat diverse in nature. However,
considered collectively, these operations d.ovetailed together .
and covered completely all aspects of the problem of defense
against air attack" with extremely little duplication of effort.
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As previously stated., during the planning phase for Operation
"OVERLORD tf, the decision had been made to place all AA Artillery
employed on the European oontinent under the commanders having
area responsibility. This decision had been made over the object
ions of the U.S. Arm.y Air Foroes, who argued that all AA Artillery
which was not assigned to the Armies for the protection of ground
troops should be placed 'under Air Force cmmnand, to participate
in area air defetlse,in accordance with the War Department air
defense doctrine.
In late July 1944, after the lodgement area in Normandy had
secured and preparations were being made for the brewc-out,
Headquarters Communications Zone was established on the continent
and assumed command of the AA Artillery deployed behind the newly
established First Amy rear boundary. Contra.ry to the expectation
that he would retain centralized control over his AA Artillery,
the Commanding General, Communications Zone, limuediately began
to SUb-allot AA Artillery -units to port and district commanders,
thereby disrupting the brigade and group organization which was
then in effect on the CotentinPeninsula, including Cherbourg.
b~en

The Air Force reaction to this development was prompt and
effectmve. The Deputy Comnander, _Allied ~editionary Air Force,
then Major General Hoyt Vandenberg, inunediately conierred with
the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-3, and the Chief, Air Defense
Division, of SHAEF, and it was agreed that the AA Artillery
employed in the Communications Zone should be placed under IX
Air Defense Command of the Ninth Air Force. Before presenting
this infonmal agreement to the Supreme Commander as a definite
recommendation, the Chief of the Air Defense Division submitted
the proposal to the major commands for their comments. Both
Headquarters, EUropean Theater of operations, U.S. Army, repre
senting the COnIDlanding General, Communications Zone, and the
Co~~anding General, Twelfth Army Group, in his capacity of
coord.inator of all U.S. operations on.the continent at that time,
objected to the proposal on the grounds that each commander haVing
area responsibilities should exercise command over the AA Artillery
employed in the defense of installations in his area. Headquarters
21 Army Group, although not directly involved in the problem,
supported. the view of the Commanding General, Twelfth Army Group.
The Allied Naval Commander, Expeditionary ]'orce, Wh0 also was
not directly involved in the problem, concurred in the proposal,
as did the Allied Expeditionary Air Force. The recommended change
was then submitted to the Supreme Co:mrnander, who approved it on
I August and directed that the change in cormnand be effected
imraediately.
With the chrolge described above, the Theater organization
for defense against air attack assumed the form shown sch~natie
ally in Figure2~ in which it remained essentially unaltered
until the Glose of the war in Europe. For simplicity of illust
ration, Sixth ~y Group has been omitted from Figure 2, since
its command organization differed only slightly from that of
Twelfth Army Group. An examination of ]tigure :2 will reveal the
striking similarity,whichexisted in all Army -areas, regardless
of nationality, in that each A:rr.ny had an .AA Artillery brigade
'under its comnand for the protection of installations in the
Army rear areas, with decentralization of comrnand over AA Artillery
required for the protection of Corps and Divisions. The organiza
tion within the Armies differed to the extent that the Brigadier,.
Royal Artillery, as an artillery commander, exercised oommand
over the AxmyAAArtillery, in addition to functioning as an
advisor to his Army comraander, whereas the AA Officer in the
U.S. Axmy functioned only as a staff officer.
-8

A major difference in defense organization between the
British and U.S. Army Groups was that for defense of the British
zone behind the Army rear boundaries, where GHQ AA Troops
operated asa form of British Theater AA. Corora.and, unde~ the
supervision of the Major General, Royal Artillery, 21 .Axmy
Group. In late 1944, the British rear area defense o'rganization
approached more closely that of the U.S. Communications Zone,
when the Air Officer Commanding 2 Tactical Air Force assumed
responsibility for the AA defense of his airfields, employing
the Royal Air Force Regiment for this purpose. This decision
turned out to be a costly one, for the air:rield defenses in
the British zone were caught largely by surprise during the
all-out attack by the German Lu£twaffe on 1 January 1945, and
suffered heavy losses in aircraft caught on airfields.
It is pertinent to this discussion to describe the close
coordination vvhich existed between AA Artill,ery and Tactical
Air IPorce operations in the U.S. Army areas, pa'rticularly in
the areas of the First, Third, and Ninth ~1mies. In order to
insure the closest possible coordination at the actual operating
level, the Army .AA Operations Room and the Tactical Air Control
Center were located together whenever possible, and frequently
in the same room. The close teamwork which characterized the
joint air-ground offensive operations was even more pronounced
in the joint de~ensive operations conducted from these combined
centers. Here, aircraft movements reported by the Signal Air
craft Warning Battalions and by the Antiaircraft Artillery
Intelligence Service were filtered, and the AA Liaison Officer
either al.erted the AAdefenSes affected or placed ternporary
restrictions upon AA gunfire, depending upon the identification
of the aircraft reported. Although the principle of operational
control was in effect, it was seldom invoked, since the itA
Liaison Officer, the Movement Liaison Officer, and the Controller,
working c10s ely together, were usually in agreemen"t as to the
action to be taken•
.Having gained co~nand over all U.S. AA Artillery which
was not assigned to the Armies, and having established an air
defense area in accordaiice with Field Ivlanual 100-20, it might
be concluded that the Air Forces had attained all of their
objectives and consequenDly, that no controvers~al features
remained in the Theater defense organization. However, a new
controversial phase was about to begin, presenting one of the
most difficult problems confronted by the Air Defense Division
of SHA:EF during its year of oIJerations. This controversy, in
which the Twelfth Army Group and the Ninth Air Force engaged,
will be discussed in the next section.
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The controversy between Ninth Air Force aJ.1.d tfwelfth l\.rIn.y
Group over AA defense in Army areas began shortly after a
review of the ffheater AA Artillery troop basis, conducted
in September 1944 at the request of the War Department, resulted
in a scaling dovnl of AA Artillery units earmarked for the
~llropean Theater from th~ original total of approximately 200
battalions to 150 battalions, exclusive of Sixth Army Group's
battalions vvhich were provided by the Mediterranean Theater.
The reduction,which was based upon revised estliaates of
minimum requirements by IX Air Defense Command and Tvvelfth
Army Group, was taken in tmits not 'yet shipped from the Zone
of the Interior, and its effect 'was soon felt in the reduced
flow of 1~ Artillery units into the Theater. liLthough provision
had been made in the reduced scales of defense for battalions
to be attached to each'Corps and Division as they became
operational, 'these large llilits began to arrive in the Theater
at a more rapid rate than did the AA Artillery units which
were earmarked for them, with the result that by November
Twelfth Army Group v~as faced by a temporary shor"tage of AA
Artillery battalions, and appealed to SHAEF for reinforcements.
The Army Group contended that, inasmuch as Virtually all, of the
enemy air activity was concentrated on the forward areas, AA
Artille~J deployed in the Gowuunications Zone should be regarded
as a Theater reserve for the reinforcement of the Armies. This
view is supported by the record, which shows that between~6 dune
1944 and 8 May 1945, out of a total_of 2,138 enemy aircr~ft
- 'confirmed as destroyed by U.S. AA Artillery, 2,116 were destroy
ed by units assigned or attached,to the ~lies. The totals on
aircraft probably destroyed are about half as large, and are in
the- same proportion.
Unfortunately, the requirements of Twelfth,~~my_Group for
temporary reinforcements conflicted with those of Ninth Air
Force, which was attempting to strengthen the defenses of its
-airfields in the COmlUtUlieations Zone, and this tight situation
'\iVaS made more critical by the fact that it had been necessary
to transfer 15 battalions from IX Air Defense COnIDland to GH~
AA Troops of 21 A~y Group for the flying bomb-defense of
~twerp. As a consequence, each request by Twelfth Army Group
for reinforoements at the expense of IX Air Defense Command
was vigorously opposed by Ninth Air Foree, supported by the
SHAEF Air Staff. It was necessary for the Air Defense Division
in each case to prepare a staff study, reviewing the Theater '
AA Artillery position, and to submit recownendations to the
Chief of Sta:t'f for decision, _frequently with' the non-concurrence
of the Air Staff. In some instances, the arguments of Nin"ch Air
Force for retaining its AAA units were more logi~al than those
presented by Twelfth Army Group as a basis for requesting them.
This situation was particularly-true when the Army Group 
requested a searchlight battalion ,for each of its Armies, in
order to provide artificial moonlight. The Ninth Air Force
argument against giving up the battalions was that, at the
time the Theater AAArtillery troop basis had been revised,
,Tvrelfth Army Group had indicated no requirement for AA
searchlights, and IX Air Defense Cmmnand had reduced its
requirements for this type unit to a bare minimum, in order
to provide sufficient searchlights for homing beacons on air
fields. In-the staff stUdy which followed, the relative needs
of the two major eownands were weighed, and the recomrnendation
that only one searchlight battalion be transferred to Twelfth
~QY G~oup,' SUfficient to provide each Army vnth one battery,
was approved by the Chief of Staft.
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This situation reached a climax early in January 1945, as
the result of a\Theater administrative instruction wh~chstated
in erfeet that the COmIDU111cations Zone would not be extended into
Germany. 'The AA Artillery implications of "tihis instruction VIere
that under the existing division of responsibilities, IX Air
Defense Corom.and could not enter Germany, and that as the Axmy
areas extended in depth there would be a continual demand for
AA Artillery reinforcements, which cou~d be met only at the
e~ense of IX A~r Defense Command. Again, a.s in auly 1<:144, the
A~r Force. react~on was prompt and effective. The Cormnanding 
General, Nin·th Air Force, Lieutenant General. Hoyt Vandenberg,
submitted a letter, asserting that his airfields in J.ucrny areas
were not being adequately defended and stating that it was a'
fundamental principle that every commander is responsible tor
the s~curity of his troops and installations, end should have
under his own command the means for insuring their security,
regardless of where they might be situated. In effect, he
requested that Ninth Air Force assume responsibility for the
antiaircraft defense of its airfields in Army areas, employing
AA Artillery units assigned to IX Air Defense Corrrraand for this
purpose o At the same time, General Carl Spaatz, commanding
U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe, addressed a letter to the
Supreme Commander stating that novO' was the time to put into
effect in the EUropean Theater an integrated air defense system,
such as had proven so successful in other theaters of operations.
The Air Defense Division then began a stUdy of this new
development. As to the complaint about the inadequacy-of
airfield defenses in Axmy areas, General Bradley, cOmTIlanding
Twelfth Army GroUJ>, stated that General Vandenberg hadnnever
brought this fact to his attention, and furthermore, the record
showed that during the mass attack on airfields which occurred
onl January, Al~ied AA Artillery had destroyed 363 enemy
aircraft out of an attacking force of approximately 900, with
Twelfth Army Group AAA units aocounting for more than half of
this total. l'{o other attacks of any consequence had occurred
on airfields. General Vandenberg's assertion of the principle
that every commander must be responsible for the security of
his ovm installations was considered rather surprising, in view
of his insistence the previous summer that the Air Force must
assume command of all AA Artillery in the Communications Zone
for the defense of Communications Zone installations. In
discussions held with the Air S"taff, it' was brought out that
the Air Force Group commanders found it convenient to charge
the AA Artillery defending their airfields with the additional
responsibility of protecting the airfields against all forms of
attack, and that it was desirabl,e for the same AA Artillery
units to accompany the Air Force groups wherever they went.
As a result of its stUdy, the Air Defense Division
conclUded that it was both tactically and administratively
unsound to have two sets of identical units, performing
essentially the same defense missions under completely independ
ent commanders, intermingled in thes~e area, and it further
conclUded that it was a waste of highly trained AA Artillery
units to use them for local ground defense missions,if they
were required elsewhere on higher p,riority antiaircraft defense
missions. However, it was foreseen that the struggle to reinforce
the Armies at the expense of the Air Defense Command v~uld be
indefinitely prolonged, unless a change in territorial responsi
bilities could be ef~ected. Acco:d~n¥lY/a ?ompromi~e solution
was offered by the A~r Defense D~v~s~on wh~ch was ~n effect
a victory for the Air Forces. This solution, which was approved
by the Su.preme Commander, though op"posed by General Bradley,
prOVided that the Armies of Twelfth Army Group should receive
no further reinforcements in AA Artillery, but that instead
they would jointly agree with DC Air Defense Command to the
-11

establishment of a "rear air boundary", in front of which Army
AA Artillery would protect all installations, including air
fields, and in rear of which Air Defense Command AA Artillery
would protect all installations. Before the end of the war, by
verbal agreement, the Air Defense Command was allowed to protect
all airfields in the Twelfth Army Group area.
The problem just discussed represents a conflict between
the integrated air defense concept and the coordinated antia~r
craft-air defense concept, the relative merits of which were,
and still are, a matter of opinion. In the controversy just
discussed it is worthy of note that the highest ranking Air
Foree oommanders in the Theater threw their weight behind the
effort to gain oommand over the AAArtillery,. and used arguments
whioh close examination revealed were not entirely valid. It is
also worthy of note that, within approximately one month after
the decision had been made to pillace AA Artillery under IX Air
Defense Command, all Air Force elements ~~th the exception of
one Signal Aircraft Vfarning battalion were transferred from the
Air Defense Command to the ~actieal Air Commands, leaving IX
Air Defense Command for all practical purposes a Theater AA
Cownand under Ninth Air Faroe control.
In the next section a problem vdll be discussed whose
complexity was due to German inventiveness and mechanical genius,
and the solution to this problem is a matter of far greater
ooncern than any other arising from World War II, with the
single exception of the atomic bomb. Since this problem has
many ramifications, the discussion will be limited in scope to
the defense of Antwerp against V-l and V-2.
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DEF:ENSE OF ANTWERP AGAINST V-1 AND V-2

From the time of the initial landings in Normandy,' it had
been appreciated that Genaan V weapons would probably be used
against Allied installations on the European continent as soon as
suitable targets presented themselves. The defense ot Ant'Vverp and
Brussels against such attacks had been under consideration since
1 October, when Allied intelligence had determined that preparations
,.were being made by the Germans to attack these cities 'with flying
:bombs. In view of the outstanding success of British and U.S. AA
Artillery units deployed on the south coast of England in destroy
ing over 75 percent of the flying bombs which came within their
range, it had been decided that AA Artillery would provide the
most effective defense for Antwerp and Brussels against this form
of attack. British AA brigades were already committed to the defense
of. the ScheIdt Estuary,. the Antwerp docks, and the important leave
and communications center of Brussels, and could not provide th~
flying bomb defense for both Antwerp and Brussels. Accordingly, it
was agreed by SHAEF that U.S. AA Artillery units should def"end
Antwerp, which was to be used jointly by U.S. and British forces,
while British AAArtillery would defend Brussels.
The 'decision was made that 12 AAA Gun battalions and 3 AAA
Automatic Weapons battalions, with two brigade and three group
headquarters to provide the necessary control of operations, would
be provided from units of IX Air Defense Command, and would be
placed under command of GHQ AA Troops, 21 Army Group. The senior
tJ.S. A.AA brigadecon1l11ander was to command the entire U.S. force,
and he established 'what was known as Headquarters Ant'werp !'X".
Deployment of 3 Gun battalions began on 15 October, and the defenses
were complete by 13 November. The objections of the Air Forces to
the establishment of a restric·ted area around·· the flying bomb
defenses of Antwerp had been overruled by the Chief of Staff, who
stated that Antwerp constituted the most important single area in
~urope, and that the AA Artillery deployed for its defense should
have unrestricted freedom of fire·. In the case of the Brussels
defenses, he ruled that the Air Forces could exercise operational
control over the defenses for the purpose of passing aircraft
,through the area when no attacks ·were in progress. 1'he.flying bomb
defenses w~re termed the DIV:ER. defenses, .DIVER, being the code
'n~e applied to the flying bomb. The DIVER restricted area was
established on 31 October, with the AA Artillery deployed in belts
as shown in Figure 3.
It was appreciated that the VT fuze which had been used
with such good effect in firing over the water on the south coast
of England could not .be used in Belgium, owing to the fact that t
at low quadrant elevations used in enga.ging flying bombs, these
fuzes presented a considerable hazard to the densely populated
areas over which firing had to be conducted. Accordingly, a re
quirement was submitted to the War Department for a modified fuze
'Wlith a ,reduced time to self-destruction, and the first shipments .
of the' modified fuze were rushed to the Theater by air.
On the morning of 21 October, the flying bomb attacks began
on a small scale, and during November the scale of attack averaged
25 a day. After a few days it became evident that Antwerp was the
target .for attack, and that the few flying bOIi1bs which entered the
Brussels area were strays. In an effort to over-extend and to
flank the Antwerp defenses, the Genmrols constantly shifted their
main effort. Commencing with the main weight of their attack from
the TRIER-BONN area, centered on W~Ym~,by the end of December
they had shifted 80tLpercent of their effort to the· vicinity of
DE'V':ENTER, Holland, and on 28 fJanuary attacks began from the vicinity
of ROTTERDk~. However, until all attacks ceased on 30 March 1945,
the main effort was centered at DEV~TER.
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The gradual shifting of 'the direction of attack required
that the AAA DIVER belt be extended to the northeast and
eventUally to tl:l.e north of Antwerp, . in order to cover all
approaches. This extension of the belt resulted in a serious
thinning of the defenses, but was accomplished without impair
ing the effectiveness of the defenses. During the Battle of
the Bulge, the Antwerp DIVER defenses were stripped to a bare
minimum, in order to reinforce First Axmy, and for a time the
defenses consisted of only 8 Gun battalions and 1 Automatic
Weapons battalion. It should be mentioned in passing that)
during the Battle of the Bulge, in addition to reinforcing
ground defensive fires and providing anti-mechanized defenses)
Twelfth Army Group AA Artillery destroyed, prior to 1 January,
396 enemy aircraft and probably destroyed an additional 279.
On 20 November, the Germans temporarily shifted their 'V-l
attack from Antwerp to Liege, using the same launching ramps
in the TRIER-BOI~~ area which had been employed against Antwerp.
To counter'this threat, First Army established Kts own DIVER
belt, practically in the tront lines, covering the approaches
to Liege, ,with IX Air Defense Command AAA units joining in
.this defense. This b~lt remained in operation until it was
overrun by the Germans during their ARD.ENI~·ES counter-of'fensive t
and was not subsequently re-established.
The success or the AAArtillery DIVER defense of Antwerp
can best be jUdged by the fact that, out of a total ot: 5,307
flying bombs launched, only 289 fell within a circle of 3 miles
radius about the Antwerp docks., AAA units in the Antwerp DIVER
belt destroyed 2,356 flying bombs, their best performaneebeing
dp.ring the period 22-30 Ivlarch, when 87 out of 91 flying bombs
approaching Antwerp were destroyed. Obviously, many bombs never
came within range of the gun belt, owing to mechanical failures,
and those which passed within range but were obviously heading
for open country were not engaged,· since their destruction
would contribute nothing to the safety of Antwerp.
The remarkable degree of success which attended the "efforts
against V-l was conspicuously lacking in the campaign against ,
V-2.Although the Crossbow Organization, which has already been
described, was fairly successful in locating the general areas
of V-2 laUnching sites and in recording the incidents in the
target area, the results obtained by the counter-measures were
practically negligible. In the first plaoe, the launching sites,
consisting of little more than a stretch of roadway concealed by
surrounding trees, was VirtUally invulnerable to attack, and in
the second place, the length of tirne during which each missile
was on the launching site was comparatively short. It was event
Ually found that greater success could be obtained by attacking
supply points, railway sidings and bridges along the routes to
the laWlching s1tes than in actually attacking the launching
sites themselves.
From 14 September, when the attacks began, until they ceased
on 28 March, the Germ~s fired 1,658 V-2 missiles against
continental targets, the great majority being against Antwerp.
The soale of attack seldom exceeded 20 per day, but the missiles
themselves were muoh more aceurate than were the flying bombs,
and once in the air no means existed for destroying them before
they reached their target.It is interesting to note that on 17
Maroh 11 rockets were fired against the ~1AGEN bridgehead, the
only recorded instance of their being used in this role.
Various types of British 'and U.S. AA Artillery gun-laying ..
radar sets were employed by the "XU Radar Battery, under command
of Special Dei"ense Headquarters,RA, in attempts to detect and
track V-2 targets, and theoretical studies were made to deter
mine the success which could be expeoted f~om the use of AA
Artillery barrages against V-2. It was concluded that increases
-14

in the range and sensitivity, of radar must be made before it can
be fully effective, and that while an AA Artillery concentration
might destroy some·targets before they landed, the results
obtained would not be commensurate with the effort involved o
However, the tire control equipment and technique of the ita
Artillery appeared to otfer a promising line of departure for
development of a defense against supersonic missiles.
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CONCLUSIONS
From the foregoing description of the organization for
defense against air attack in the European Theater and the
discussion of two major problems which confronted the Air
Defense Division, SHAEF, during its operations, the follow·ing
conclusions are drawn:~

1. The Air Defense Division, SfLlEF, adequately fulfilled
its mission qf coordinating all aspects of defense against air
attack in the EUropean" Theater during World War II.
2. The soundness of the procedure instructions issued by

SHAEF, governing AA Artillery engagement of aircraft and the

restrictions to flying, was conclusively demonstrated by the
success of the coordinated antiaircraft-air defense operations
conducted in the entire British zone and in U.S. Army areas,
where approximately 99 percent of all AA Artillery action in
the entire U.S. zone occurred.

30 The establishment of an integrated air defense system
in the COnIDlunications Zone, ETOUSA, was not based upon any
demonstrated superiority of such a system over that of a
coordinated defense, but instead was the direct result of the
unremitting efforts of senior Air Force comrnanders to gain
control over the AA Artillery, assisted by the failure of the
Commanding General ,Conrrn.unieations Zone, to maintain centralized
command over AA Artillery , such as was employed in the 21 Army
Group rear area.

4. GHQ, AA.Troops, 21 Army Group, provided an excellent
example of a Theater AA Oorurn.and, operating under the equiValent
of a Theater Antiaircraft Officer, who is responsible to the
Theater Cownander for the AA defense of the area in rear of the
Armies, and ~vho coordinates AA defense with air defense as
conducted by the Air Forces.
5. The assertion made in Field !4Ianual 100-20 that uwhen

AA Artillery, searchlights, and barrage balloons operate in the

air defense of the same area with aViation, the efficient exploit
ation of the special capabilities of each and the avoidance of
unnecessary losses to friendly aviation demand that all be placed
under the command of the air commander responsible for the area",
was proven in the :European Theater of Operations to have no basis
in fact.
6. While the placing of AA Artillery under Air Force cownand
did not impair the ability oX .AAA units to perform effectively
their primary mission, it did complicate their -administrative
and supply problems and unnecessarily restricted the flexibility
of the Theater AA Artillery by making it difricult to shift units
to meet the main weight"o~ the air attack.

7. The great destructive power of AA Artillery when employed
against high speed piloted and pilotless aircraft was clearly
proven by the successful defense of Antwerp against flying bombs
and by the impressive total of rq,ore than 2,000 enemy aircratt
confimed destroyed in the European Theater by U.S • .AA Artillery
alone.
8. At the close of World )Var II, no effective defense
against supersonic missiles of the V-2 type had been found,
although AA Artillery fire control equipment appeared to offer
a promising line of departure for further development.
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LF.SSONSLEARI~ED

Although the conclusions which have been drawn might in
themselves be considered as lessons learned,·the following
statements are orfered as lessons which mi~t be learned,
and applied as a better solution to the problem of future
defense again~t air attack than 'the air defense concept,
currently stated as War Department doctrine:
1. In any future Theater of Operations, it is necessary
that a coordinating staff agency be established in the ~heater
or combined headquarters, which will prepare and issue
procedure instructions governing the engagement of aircraft
and long range miss iles of all types by ground and naval
weapons, as well aS'restrictions on the operations of air
craft and missiles over friendly land and sea areas. In the
Zone of the Interior, this staff agency should be directly
under the Joint Chiefs, of Staff, or whatever headquarters
they establish to command the land, sea, and air forces
enga~ed in defense of the continental U.S. It is necessary
that~~bove-mentioned staff agency be directly under a combined
conrrnander, in order that it may be free of the special interests
and pressures ,~thin each service.
. 2. In future Thea.ters of Operations, all AA. Artillery and
ground-to-air guided missile units not assigned to the Armies
should be directly under the Theater or oombined headquarters)
since these units are not only protecting installations of all
three services, .Army, l\faVY,and Air ]'orce) but in addition,
they are a Theater reserve, to be used wherever the threat is
the greatest and in whatever role the situation may demand.
Their deployment for defense against air attack should be in
accordance with priorities submitted by the conurranders of the
three services o ,In the Zone of the Interior, these units
shoullid be assigned to the Armies which have area defense
\
responsibilities, :eor only the Armies are capable of exploit
ing the full capabilities of the combined Artillery arm in
meeting attacks coming by land, sea, or air, or any combination
of these fo~s of attack.
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